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Red Hat Fedora Linux 2 All-in-One Desk Reference For DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
9 books in 1– one great price for nine handy, quick reference guides!
Your one-stop guide to the latest release of this popular Linux distribution     

Get ready to tip your hat to the latest version of Fedora! From installing Fedora on your PC and using OpenOffice.org to securing your system and setting up servers, the nine...
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Kengo Kuma: Selected WorksPrinceton Press, 2005

	Evanescent. Restrained. Ethereal. These are some of the words used to describe the architecture of Kengo Kuma, one of the most heralded of a new generation of Japanese architects. A recent article in Architecture writes of Kuma that "he strives to give his buildings the qualities of a rainbow, composed of shimmering particles,...
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Transforming Japanese Business: Rising to the Digital Challenge (Future of Business and Finance)Springer, 2019

	
		This book explores how the business transformation taking place in Japan is influenced by the digital revolution. Its chapters present approaches and examples from sectors commonly understood to be visible arenas of digital transformation?3D printing and mobility, for instance?as well as some from not-so-obvious sectors, such as...
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Candlestick Charting Explained: Timeless Techniques for Trading Stocks and FuturesMcGraw-Hill, 2006

	The preface for the second edition still says most of the facts that


	need to be here, with only a few changes and additions given below.





	A number of new candle patterns have been developed since the first

	edition came out in 1992. Many of these were created to fill the holes

	in the original Japanese versions...
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Nontraditional Database Systems (Advanced Information Processing Technology, 5)CRC Press, 2002

	This book contains selected research results on non-traditional database systems
	from Japanese database research community. In traditional database research, the
	main emphases is how to process a large amount of fixed structured data with
	minimum amount of selected resources (processing time, communication overhead,
	memory size,...
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Digital Video Broadcasting: Technology, Standards, and RegulationsArtech House Publishers, 1999


	Many books and articles on the transition of television from analog to

	digital transmission have been published in recent years. This transition

	is still in its infancy, but it will inevitably take place in the years to

	come. Due to digitization, the existing barriers between audio, video, and

	data generation and transmission...
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Force And Motion (Physics in Our World)Facts on File, 2007
THE NUCLEAR BOMBS that ended World War II in 1945 were a convincing and frightening demonstration of the power of physics. A product of some of the best scientific minds in the world, the nuclear explosions devastated the Japanese cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, forcing Japan into an unconditional surrender. But even though the atomic bomb was...
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AnimeOldcastle Books, 2014

	A complete overview of the art form, from the coauthors of Studio Ghibli


	This guide to anime offers an overview of the art form, looking at its development in Japan and its export to other cultures. It includes a history of Japanese animation from early examples to the relaunch of animation as a viable commercial...
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